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Abstract  

Emergency Medical Services (EMS) area unit of nice importance to saving people's lives from emerging 

accidents and diseases by expeditiously memorizing patients’ exploitation ambulances. The most operate of this 

project can cut back the time between automobile driver and therefore the Patients and it'll save someone’s life. 

The transporting capability of associate EMS system considerably depends on the time period disposition 

strategy of ambulances. That is, that station ought to associate automobile be redeployed to, once it becomes 

offered. This is often as a result of the bulk of accidents area unit called-in by passers-by WHO don't have any 

attention coaching and a cultural aversion to turning into concerned. At constant time unmet desires also are 

high, with education needed to urge the general public to alter their apply, and any study required to ascertain 

if this may, in fact, improve outcomes. Once the patient or user can open the user application on his smart 

phone and once he click on emergency button given on application it'll directly send its location to the 

automobile drivers that area unit offered close him. International Positing System (GPS) hardware and uses 

Google Map Application Programming Interface (API) to plot details of the user and driver on Google Map of 

the Smartphone. Owing to these applications we have a tendency to save time as we save a lifetime of 

somebody's. 
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Services (EMS), Emergency medical technicians (EMTs), 
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I. Introduction 

One of the numerous issues that the globe faces with accrued population and rapid climb within the 

variety of vehicles is traffic jam. In countries like India, the speed of road growth is simply third the conveyance 

rate. Statistics show that the present annual growth of vehicles is around Martinmas whereas the annual road 

extension remains to be solely around four-dimensional. The results of accrued traffic jam area unit several. 

Traffic intensity is additionally on a gradual rise day by day resulting in hold up. Varied factors like poor road 

conditions, continuous increasing rate of a lot of automobile on the roads and even occasionally dishonest 

practices of traffic workers area unit accountable for these traffic snarls. Some of the non-emergency services 

embrace shifting patients from one hospital to a different, transporting patients for any scanning or laboratory 

services to the relevant facilities or patients with any movement disabilities in traditional vehicles to hospitals 

for treatments. 

Ambulances usually have emergency medical technicians (EMTs) and paramedics WHO work on 

them. Because the ambulances play a crucial role in saving patients in associate emergency, giving thanks to 

them is a crucial responsibility of each subject. Being accountable voters, we've to know that there are a unit 

people’s lives within the automobile area unit at stake. Showing a bit kindness associated responsibility towards 

the traffic rules whereas giving thanks to an automobile will truly save a life. 

It’s necessary for motorists to require into thought that hearing a siren provides the sign to maneuver 

to a halt on the left aspect, open the proper lane and no vehicle ought to move till the automobile passes. 

 

Uses of automobile and Drivers 

When driving in associate emergency, ambulances will break some road laws. Few things area unit a 

lot of frustrating than obtaining stuck in an exceedingly large hold up. Whether or not it’s caused by a crash on 

the road, construction, or general time of day backup, driving in traffic is a smaller amount than ideal and might 

even be dangerous. 
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To Slove this Issue 

When there are a unit a lot of cars than usual on the road, it'll naturally slow you down. Alternative 

drivers can’t predict what you’re planning to do, in order that they might modification lanes as you’re 

approaching. If you're ever-changing lanes or turning, keep in mind that nearly all states have a 100-foot 

(typically five second) limit for turning on your blinker. Correct designing will keep you from having to modify 

serious traffic all at once.  

It’s suggested to stay three seconds between you and therefore the driver before of you. An honest 

thanks to live this is often with steady objects. Begin count once the automotive before of you passes a 

lightweight pole, and if you get to 3 before you pass constant lightweight pole, you’re within the safe zone. 

 

Implementing the matter 

In traffic looking the sunshine flip inexperienced, then red, then green, then red while not ever having 

the ability to maneuver as a result of snarl-up, and then you recognize however impractical traffic signals will be 

from time to time. Traffic signals, notably people who aren’t properly adjusted to traffic conditions, contribute 

to town congestion. Traffic signals will cause and worsen snarl-up, however implementing adjustive traffic 

signals will improve the problem. 

Our project consists of 3 phases, 

 

1. Vehicle Detection and reckoning 

Following square measure the steps concerned during this phase: 

1. Camera Positioning 

2. Image Subtraction 

3. Blob Detection 

4. Blob Analysis 

5. Blob chase 

6. Vehicle reckoning 

7. Processing 

 

2. Automobile Detection 

This section involves a VANET sensing element module and a phone whose sensing element is active. Once the 

automobile is close to the signal, the person driving the emergency vehicle will send a command to the sensing 

element module thereby guiding the traffic light to vary consequently. 

However, there's a security-accessibility trade-off during this system. to beat this, we must always check that the 

code with that the automobile will connect with a traffic light is exclusive and is replaced each twenty four 

hours. This may build the system safer and reliable.  

 

3. Selections supported data 

If the Vechile count remains to be however the brink level set for a pre-determined time (no data is passed onto 

the Arduino), it automatically sets the inexperienced signal. 

 

II. Conclusion: 

Vehicle reckoning by choosing an appropriate threshold count (for a sample video of a two-lane road 

and most traffic density 10 at a time, we've got a bent to chose the brink to be 6) and sterilization the temporal 

property of the signals consequently. Once the traffic density exceeds the brink, the length of inexperienced 

light-weight is extended by twenty seconds. 

When Associate in Nursing automobile is detected, and thus the signal is inexperienced, the temporal 

property is extended by twenty seconds and if the signal is red, the temporal property is extended for a extended 

length of forty seconds. This might be extended to any vary of signals on the ambulance’s path so as that the 

emergency cases are going to be served in real time. 

The temporal property for the signals are going to be assault analyzing the itinerary in an exceedingly 

section for laborious|a tough} and quick amount of it slow and hard the extended time that the signal lights have 

to be compelled to be switched on consequently. 

 

Future Work 

Will these selections be the solution to traffic congestion in cities? will different solutions emerge? 

Therefore on keep cities sensible, we've got a bent to try to to have to be compelled to overcome the increasing 

traffic draw back. We’ve got a bent to stand live hopeful and delighted to look at State wide initiatives to chop 

back traffic by agencies like NYSERDA and millennials World Health Organization adapt bike sharing and 
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carpooling into their daily transportation mix. It’ll be attention-grabbing to look at that ways that cities use 

inside the years to come. 
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